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ABSTRACT

The partial width Rc m$&3jR ls a basic observable in Z physics. Within the
Standard Model its value is accurately predicted and other experimental measurements
at LEP involve its knowledge. The DELPHI and OPAL collaborations have presented
several Rc measurements. All methods are based on charmed hadron reconstruction
and b/c separation. The LEP average, computed by the LEP Electroweak Heavy Flavor
Working Group, is presented.to be 0.159610.00^.~T~hts~is 1.8 staudttfd-deviatwtt-befow
trhc Standard Model expectation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rc is defined as the partial width J z~-) • Contrary to Rf,, its prediction in the Standard
Model does not involve large correction. In particular the Rc value is not very sensitive to the
top quark. Making a precise Rc measurement is therefore both a good test of Standard Model
and an usefull input for other related heavy flavour measurements, like /?<,. It improves the
knowledge of the charm sector at LEP.

All recent Rc measurements at LEP are based on the determination of cross section of
charmed hadrons in cc events. Older measurements using leptons have been already published1'
and will not be reviewed here. First single charmed haclron rate determination is presented.
Then techniques to separate primary c quark hadronization and b hadron weak decays to charm
are discussed. In order to reduce the amount of external inputs, double charm tagging methods
are also used to measure P(c —+ D'+) x Br(D~+ —* D°ir + ) and Rc. They are described in the
fourth section. Finally comparison of systematic errors and combination of results are given.

2. SINGLE TAG

At LEP, charm is dominantely produced through the weak decay Z —* cc, followed by the
hadronisation P(c —> charmed hadron) and the decay of the charmed hadron. The rate for the
production of single charmed hadrons is composed of the following terms:

single rate = Rc \ P(c —> charmed hadron) < /??•(charmed hadron —- final state). (1)

To derive Rc from the measurement, the reconstruction efficiency of the charmed hauron into
the final state needs to be known. This is the main part of the internal systematic uncertainty
(see table 1). The techniques used to determine the relative proportion of charmed hadrons
originating from primary c quark hadronisation and bottom hadrons decay are reviewed in
section 3.

2.1. D~+ rate

The most easily detectable charmed hadron is the D'+ in the decay D'+ — D°r+, because
of the low Q value of the reaction. LEP collaborations2'3^1' have collected a few thousand
of such decays. Extracting Rc from this measurement however is limited by the dependance
on external parameters, in particular the hadronisation fraction P(c —+ D' + ) \ Br(D'+ —>
D°TY+) \ Br(D° —» A"~7T+). Until Moriond 95, only low energy experiments were providing a
value for this input. Now P(c —> D"+) x Br(D'+ —* D°7T + ) is measured at LEP with double
charm tag (see section 4.1). This input contributes around 5% to the systematic uncertainty,
which is almost at the level of statistical and internal systematic errors (see table 1).

o o Charm counting

Every charmed hadron produced at LEP will eventually decay into one of the ground-
state charmed hadrons (Gc) D°, D+, Df , A^, E^, E° or 0^. Measuring their production rate (1)
therefore provides another method''1'' to determine Rc through equation 2 :

Y, f7{< - Cc) = 1 and then Rr = T single ratc((7r) = T, ft- • P{<: - Ge). (2)
GC c,e a.

Note also that all the charmed groundstate hadrons have not been rccontructcd. The E/ ,E°
and ilj" rates are estimated from the A^ rate, so that the total rate of charm baryon in c quark
hadronisation is 1.14 ± 0.05 the Aj" rate6' (this only contributes to 0.4% to the systematic
error).



Contrary to the single D"+ rate method, the individual fraction P{c —+ charmed hadron)
does not need to be known here. Only the branching ratios Br{charmed hadron —<• final state)
is taken from external sources. But due to a higher background, statistical and systematic errors
are greater (see table 1).

3. b/c SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

To distinguish between Z —+ c —> charmed hadron and Z —• 6 —• bottom hadron —>
charmed hadron, information from either the reconstructed hadron or the event shape can be
used.

3.1. Charm hadron variables

The exclusive reconstruction of a charmed hadron provides precise information on mo-
mentum and decay length (or flight time). When produced in bottom decays charmed hadrons
have a lower average momenta (see figure lb) and a higher decay length (see figure la) than
in charm decay. Those differences allow a statistical separation3"''. The main systematic comes
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Figure 1: Distribution of discriminant variables between 6 and c events when a D meson is
exculsively reconstructed.

from uncertainties in the simulation, with dominant errors due to the fragmentation parameters
and lifetimes (see table 1).

3.2. Event and jet variables

Other variables related to the jet or the event shape can also be used to separate 66 and
cc events. DELPHI uses an anti-Z? cut on a variable computed from the impact parameter
significance of tracks in the event. This cut allows to reach a 80% charm purity in the mixed
tag method9' (see subsection 4.1 and figure 2b). This 5-tagging benefits from the accurate
study done for #<, measurements. OPAL3'4'6' trains a neural network with jet and event shape
variables to achieve a statistical separation of the two sources of charm hadrons (see figure 2a).

4. DOUBLE TAG

Single tag (1) measurements are sensitive to the product Rc x P(c —* charmed hadron).
If one charmed hadron is tagged in each hemisphere of the event, then it provides an additional
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Figure 2: Distribution of discriminant variables based on event or jet shapes and lifetime tag.

information:
double rate = Rc x (P(c —> charmed hadron)) . (3)

Thus both Rc and P(c — charm hadron) can be estimated with respectively the ratio :

(single rate)"
Rc x

P(c —k charm hadron) \

double rate
double rate

(4)

(5)
single rate

However a double tag requires a lot of statistics that the exclusive reconstruction alone can not
provide. The particular kinematics of the decay D'+ —*• D°TV+ offers a solution. The pion, noted
7T., is produced with a very small transverse momentum (40 McV'/c") with respect to the D' +

direction. This provides a unique feature to tag D'+ decay through an excess of events in the
p2

t distribution of tracks in the jet.

{./. Mixed inclusive / exclusive tag

Charm is tagged in one hemisphere by the exclusive reconstruction of D'+ —? D°~* decays
followed by four or five different, channels for D° decays to increase the available statistics. In the
other hemisphere, the 7r. is used to tag charm. Both the OPAL4' and DELPHI9' collaboration
measure P(c —- D'+) • Br(D'+ —* Z?°7T + ) with this double tagging method. Note that this
method does not require the knowledge of the efficiency for D° decay reconstruction, since
it cancels in the ratio (5). The crucial point, here is the estimation of the n. signal. The p2

t

ditribution of all TT. candidate is shown in figure 3. The background shape can be controlled
using exclusive candidates outside the D'+ mass region or wrong charge correlations bctweem
D'+ and TT., but it is the main source of internal systematic error.

Results for P{c — D' + ) < Br(D"+ — D°n + ) arc presented in figure 4. The LEP average
is compatible with the low energy data10 ', thus the average has been used to extract Rc from
single D'+ rate.

/,.2. Double inclusive tag

A completly double inclusive tag is presented by the DELPHI8' collaboration, where
charm is tagged with the simultaneous detection of 7r_ in both hemispheres. As shown in (4, 5)
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it provides both new independant measurements for Rc and P(c —* D"+) x Br(D"+ —• D°ir+).
The 7T» candidates are selected in the range p] < 0.01 (GeV/c)2 in order to supress

background and bottom decays contamination. The signal contribution is estimated with a
fit to four different p\ distributions for single and double tagged events such that shapes for
background and signal can be fixed entirely with data. This technique contributes to 4% to
the internal systematic error. Then the bottom decays contribution is substracted using P(b —*
D~*~) measurement from single tag method, which is the only input, and contributes 3% to the
uncertainty (see table 1).

Table 1: Comparison of uncertainties from different Rc measurments

methods

statistics

internal systematics
fragmentation
6, c hadrons lifetimes

9 —> cc

branching ratio (PDG 95)
P(c-» D')B{D- -> D°T)
internal b —> D"

Total precision

Charm counting
D° + D+ + D,+ + A+

- 7 %

- 5 %
~ 5 %
~ 3 %
- 1 %
~3%

11%

Single tag
exclusive D'

~ 6 %

2 - 6 %
~ 4 %
- 2 %
- 1%
~ 3 %
~ 4 %

11%

Double tag
inclusive 7r.

~ 8 %

~7%
~4%

~3%
12%

5. COMBINATION OF MEASUREMENTS AND CONCLUSION

The results are presented in figure 4. Whereas the lepton analysis1) have been published,
most other measurements are preliminary. They all rely on the same input parameters, e.g.
branching ratios for groundstates or fragmentation parameters, and the systematic errors have
been computed in the same way (see table 1). The average10' of the LEP Electroweak Heavy
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Figure 4: Measurements obtained by LEP collaborations using charm mesons reconstruction.
The solid vertical line stands for the Standard Model expectation

Flavor Working Group has been done consistently with the procedure described in this pro-
ceeding11' including all correlations between different measurements. Rc measurement at LEP
is 0.1596 ± 0.0038(stat) ± 0.0064(syst), 1.8 standard deviation below the Standard Model ex-
pectation of 0.1725.
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